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Why in News?
•

An inter-ministerial committee (IMC) to assess the viability of virtual
currencies

has

recommended

that

India

should

ban

private

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin by enacting a law and imposing
fines and penalties for carrying on activities related to such
cryptocurrencies.
•

The committee headed by Finance Secretary Subhash Chandra Garg
has proposed a draft bill “Banning of Cryptocurrency & Regulation
of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2019".

Background
What are virtual currencies?
➢ A virtual currency is a digital representation of value that can be
digitally traded and functions as (a) a medium of exchange, and/ or (b)
a unit of account, and/or (c) a store of value.
➢ But, unlike fiat currency like the rupee, it is not a legal tender and
does not have the backing of the government.
➢ A

cryptocurrency

is

a

subset

of

virtual

currencies,

and

is

decentralised, and protected by cryptography.
What are Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) and Blockchain?
➢ DLT refers to technologies that involve the use of independent
computers

(also

referred

to

as

nodes)

to

record,

share,

and

synchronise transactions in their respective electronic ledgers.
➢ Keeping such distributed ledgers obviates the need for keeping the
data centralised, as is done in a traditional ledger. All virtual
currencies use DLT.
➢ A transaction under DLT essentially refers to the transfer of “value”
from one to another. This “value” could be any record of ownership of
assets — money, security, land titles — or the record of specific
information such as information about one’s identity or health
information, etc. That is why DLT has applications in several fields.

➢ Blockchain is a specific kind of DLT that came to prominence after
Bitcoin; a cryptocurrency that used it became popular.
➢ Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin use codes to encrypt transactions
and stack them up in blocks, creating Blockchains. It is the use of
codes that differentiates cryptocurrencies from other virtual
currencies.
How DLT functions
➢ Imagine a small group of school friends maintaining a list of
transactions among themselves, but with a twist. Instead of holding
this list in one single computer or in the notebook of one of the group
members or authorising some outside authority (say, their class
teacher) to maintain (and update) the list, all of them decide to
maintain a separate copy of the list in their personal computers.
➢ Every time they transact, the rest of the members verify the
transaction and once it is verified by all, they update their list.
Further, to make sure that none of them changes records of the past
transactions in their personal list, they decide to place each
transaction as a block and to stack it one after the other in a
sequence. This way, no one can tweak the details of any past
transactions because the overall sequence will not match with
sequences held by others.
➢

Lastly, to make sure that no other child from the school gets to know
the details, they devise a code (a cypher) for all their communications
related to the list.

Broadly speaking, this is how Distributed Ledger Technologies, and
Blockchain, in particular, function.

Recommendations of IMC
● Ban on “private” cryptocurrencies: In other words, it is open to a
cryptocurrency that the RBI may unveil. The IMC’s view is that it
“would be advisable to have an open mind regarding the introduction
of an official digital currency in India”. It noted that the RBI Act has
the enabling provisions to permit the central government to approve a
“Central Bank Digital Currency” (CBDC) as legal tender in India.
● It recommends the Department of Economic Affairs (within the
Finance Ministry) to take necessary measures to facilitate the use of
DLT in the entire financial field after identifying its uses.
● The IMC also recommends that regulators — RBI, SEBI, IRDA, PFRDA,
and

IBBI

—

explore

evolving

appropriate

development of DLT in their respective areas.

regulations

for

the

Need for the Ban/Positives of the Ban
● Fraud: Private virtual currencies can be used to defraud consumers,
particularly unsophisticated consumers or investors. Eg: Rs 2,000
crore scam involving GainBitcoin in India where investors were duped
by a Ponzi scheme.
● Volatility: Cryptocurrencies often experience tremendous volatility in
their value. In a country where lakhs of traders get involved in such
currencies, this could have huge implications. Eg: Bitcoin was selling
at $20,000 per coin in December 2017 but in less than a year, it was
trading at $3,800 per coin.
● Environmental disaster: Scaling up such a currency system over a
large population would require crippling levels of energy resources.
According to a report by the Bank of International Settlement,
Bitcoin processing already uses as much energy as is used by
Switzerland.
● Regulatory Issues: If private cryptocurrencies are allowed to function
as legal tender, the RBI would lose control over monetary policy and
financial stability, as it would not be able to keep a tab on the money
supply in the economy.
●

Anonymity: Anonymity of private digital currencies make them
vulnerable to
(1) money laundering,
(2) use in illegal online marketplaces that deals with drug &
child pornography
(3) use in terrorist financing activities

● Accountability: Private cryptocurrencies need neither a central
issuing authority nor a central validating agency for transactions.
These currencies can exist and thrive outside the realm of authority
and regulation.
● No Grievance redressal mechanism: There is no grievance redressal
mechanism in such a system, as all transactions are irreversible.
● Full

Capital

Account

Convertibility:

As

per

some

experts,

cryptocurrencies may require India to go for full capital account
convertibility. Presently, India is a country with partial convertibility
on the capital account.

Negatives of the ban
● The Inevitable Transition: In earlier times, there used to be a barter
exchange system that was prevalent in the society, then the countries
shifted to paper notes and currency, now it is the time to shift to
digital currencies.
● Against India’s international standpoint: The Bill is against the
spirit of the recent G20 Finance Ministers’ Meeting where India had
shown consensus with the rest of the countries to regulate cryptoassets.
● Impact on Existing holders: It shall affect the present bitcoin holders
that are around 3 million in India. So some relaxation should be given
to existing private cryptocurrency holders to convert it into legal tender
money.
● Systemic

issues:

Owing

to

the

network-based

nature

of

cryptocurrencies, after banning domestic crypto exchanges, many
traders may turn to overseas platforms to continue participating in
crypto transactions.
● International practice: Many of the developed countries, like Canada,
Russia, Japan, seem to be moving on the path of regulation rather
than outright ban so that transactions are within the purview of antimoney laundering and prevention of terror laws.
Advantages of Blockchain technology
•

Accountability: Blockchain mechanism brings everyone to the highest
degree of
accountability. Therefore, solves the problem of manipulation.

•

Disintermediation: It will allow a middleman-free way to exchange
assets.

•

Easy audit: The data that are entered in blockchain-based systems
are

immutable

which

prevents

fraud

through

manipulating

transactions and the history of data. Therefore, all the transactions
can be investigated and audited easily.
•

Empowered users: Users are in control of all their information and
transactions.

•

High-quality data:

Blockchain data is complete, consistent, timely,

accurate, and widely available.

•

Durability, reliability, and longevity: Due to the decentralized
networks, blockchain does not have a central point of failure and is
better able to withstand malicious attacks.

• Process integrity: Users can trust that transactions will be executed
exactly as the protocol commands removing the need for a trusted
third party.
• Transparency and immutability: Changes to public blockchains are
publicly viewable by all parties creating transparency, and all
transactions are immutable, meaning they cannot be altered or
deleted.
•

Ecosystem simplification: With all transactions being added to a
single public ledger, it reduces the clutter and complications of
multiple ledgers.

•

Faster transactions: Interbank transactions can potentially take days
for clearing and final settlement, especially outside of working hours.
Blockchain

transactions

can reduce transaction times to minutes and are processed 24/7.
•

Lower transaction costs: By eliminating third-party intermediaries
and overhead costs for exchanging assets, blockchains have the
potential to greatly reduce transaction fees

Disadvantages of Blockchain Technology
•

Nascent technology: Resolving challenges such as transaction speed,
the verification process, and data limits will be crucial in making
blockchain widely applicable.

•

Uncertain regulatory status: Because modern currencies have always
been created and regulated by national governments, blockchain and
Bitcoin face a hurdle in widespread adoption by pre-existing financial
institutions if its government regulation status remains unsettled.

•

Large energy consumption: The Bitcoin blockchain network’s mïners
are attempting 450 thousand trillion solutions per second in efforts to
validate transactions, using substantial amounts of computer power.

•

Control, security, and privacy: While solutions exist including
private or permissioned blockchains and strong encryption, there are
still cybersecurity concerns that need to be addressed before the
general public will entrust their personal data to a blockchain
solution.

•

Integration concerns: Blockchain applications offer solutions that
require significant changes to, or complete replacement of, existing
systems. In order to make the switch, companies must strategize the
transition.

•

Cultural adoption: Blockchain represents a complete shift to a
decentralized network that requires the buy-in of its users and
operators.

•

Cost: Blockchain offers tremendous savings in transaction costs and
time but the high initial capital costs could be a deterrent.

Applications of Blockchain technology
● Healthcare:

Blockchain technology can enhance public health by

creating a secure and flexible ecosystem for exchanging electronic
health records (EHRs). This technology could also make the space
more transparent by creating provenances for critical drugs, blood,
organs, etc. In addition, by putting all medical licenses on a
Blockchain, fraudulent doctors can be prevented from practising.
● Education:

Student

records,

faculty

records

and

educational

certificates can be maintained with the application of Blockchain
technology. Blockchain can also simplify certificate attestation and
verification. It could even transform the manner in which the policy for
educational inclusion is framed by bringing in base uniformity in the
tracking of national metrics.
● Agriculture:

Blockchain

technology

can

be

used

to

increase

transparency, reduce complexity and cost in food-based value chains
by enabling trustworthy provenance and traceability from farmer to
consumer. Other possible applications include the use of blockchain
technology to record and manage agricultural land records as well as
agriculture insurance.
● Civil Registration: The civil registration process can be simplified
through the application of Blockchain technology to create distributed
citizen registration platforms and even register vital events such as
births and deaths on a blockchain. This can help make citizen records
tamper-proof, resilient, secure and private, thus providing wideranging benefits for a variety of stakeholders.
● Defence: Blockchain technology can be used to efficiently maintain
and track information regarding defence infrastructure and computer.

● Supply chain management: When exchanges of goods are recorded
on a blockchain, you end up with an audit trail that shows where an
asset came from and every stop it made on its journey. This historical
transaction data can help to verify the authenticity of assets and
prevent fraud.
● Governance: Blockchain technology can be used to check government
corruption, increase efficiency and transparency. Linking file and data
movement between departments through a Blockchain would increase
visibility into the process and ensure that the data/file moves forward
in real-time.
● Banking and Financial Sector: Blockchain technology can be used in
money transfers, record keeping and other back-end functions in the
bank.
The white paper on the application of Blockchain technology in the banking
and financial sectors in India published by The Institute for Development
and Research in Banking Technology (IRDBT), RBI, points out various areas
in financial sector where blockchain technology can be used:
➢ Trade finance
➢ Cross-border payments
➢ Bond-trading
➢ Supply chain financing
➢ Custody & Securities Servicing
➢ Loan Syndication
•

dApps (Decentralised Applications): dApps are an answer to
cybercriminals stealing our information from centralised databases
running the traditional applications. Blue-chip companies like IBM are
creating platforms for quick and easy deployment of dApps, which will
help worldwide adoption of blockchain technology in 2019 in verticals
including

money

management

and

transfer,

business

process

management, and decentralised autonomous organizations.

•

Crowdfunding: Crowdfunding is the use of a small amount of capital
from a large body of investors to start a new business. The Blockchain
Technology can be put to great use in Crowdfunding, as with this
technology revenue can be collected from even the remotest parts of
the world. In 2016, the Ethereum-based Decentralized Autonomous

Organization raised an astonishing $200 million USD in just over two
months.
Blockchain Technology Adoption in India

•

Union government’s policy think-tank, NITI Aayog, in association with
the state governments of Telangana and Goa, hosted International
Blockchain Congress 2018, the biggest blockchain conference in Asia.
This will help in the adoption of blockchain technology in India.

Conclusion
It is important to note that cryptocurrency has many potential benefits that
India may miss with a blanket ban. So regulation rather than outright ban
will be a desirable step, to tap the fast-paced technological innovations.
Following regulations as brought out by the EU through AMLD-5 can be
emulated in India.
● Very stringent KYC regulations and self-declaration laws that every
holder of a crypto wallet or user needs to adhere to.
● Crypto exchanges are all expected to maintain a database that is
transparently shared between countries.

For

Prelims:

Inter-Ministerial

Committee

on

Virtual

Currencies,

Cryptocurrency of Facebook
Prelims facts
● Fiat Money and Legal Tender:
o A fiat Money is any currency that has no intrinsic physical
value, but whose value is established by government decree. For
example, most national currencies around the world, including
the Rupee and the Dollar are fiat money as their values are
dictated by the government.
o Legal tender is the money that is recognised by the law of the
land, as valid for payment of debt. It must be accepted for
discharge of debt.
● Libra: Cryptocurrency of Facebook
● Venezuela became the first sovereign country to officially launch its
own cryptocurrency called Petro.
● The Marshall

Islands

launched the world's first legal tender

cryptocurrency the Marshallese sovereign (SOV).

Source: The Indian Express, The Hindu, Live law, RSTV

